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Science Fiction Research 

Association Annual Conference. 

2019.

Science Fiction (SF) has a historically fraught relationship with colonialism. The form has always 
relied on the tension between explorers and new worlds, discovery and its consequence, and 
ideas of modernism pitched against notions of regression. Due in part to the prominence of these 
themes, postcolonial critique of SF tends to focus on deconstructions of self/otherhood. Often 
lost in these decolonial conversations, however, are indigenous populations: real native bodies 
that complicate and challenge SF’s baseline dualist assumptions. Going ‘where no man has gone 
before’ likely involves venturing where others have always been. What then, is to be said for the 

and indigenous theory at the centre of SF literary critique. Moreover, the conference insisted that 
indigeneity never belonged out of the limelight, and perhaps never quite left the hearts and minds 
of those writers and readers that shaped past and present works. It is this attentiveness to history 
and eagerness for transformation which gave rise to the conference theme, “Facing the Future, 
Facing the Past: Colonialism, Indigeneity, and SF.” 

 Hardly before stepping foot on the Chaminade University Campus in Honolulu, one is 
reminded of the effects western Imperialism has left on the islands of Hawaii. At several points 
throughout the weekend, the executive committee and staff set aside time to acknowledge this 

to the summit. I would likewise like to thank Chaminade University and the University of Hawai’i at 

would not have been possible.

 In the true spirit of a conference with unstable historicity at its nexus, let us begin with the 

critical writing and creative thinking. Following several encounters with literary academics praising 
her ability to write creatively, Hopkinson began to wonder why creativity as a descriptor was so often 
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naturally creative and critical simultaneously, particularly where SF is concerned. The imaginative 
capacities of other distant futures are only viable so long as the present is understood, and 
interpreting the present is an imaginative act in and of itself. Hopkinson insisted that her approach to 

spurs her best ideas. Hopkinson’s thesis that the creative and critical faculties of SF writing should 
never be far apart but rather are intertwined holds a special potency coming from a forerunner in 
both arenas. In regard to the central theme of the conference, Hopkinson’s play with genre and form 
mirrors the shift from limited dualisms in SF theory and temporality and insists on a nuancing of 
familiar tropes.

 Following Hopkinson’s presentation, Grace Dillon (Portland State University, USA) and John 

what she understands to be nearly every work of indigenous SF, many of which can be found in her 
2012 anthology Walking the Clouds: An Anthology of Indigenous Science Fiction. Dillon asked 

read through the lens of Western methodologies and practices. A herbal medicine, for example, 
may often be associated with fantasy, and thereby ignored or dismissed in canonical analyses of 
SF texts. Throughout the panel, Dillon and Rieder explored SF works as well as native sciences and 

it – essential to understanding the way in which society and culture understand bodies as valuable, 

several presenters built on themes of land and ecology to highlight the ubiquity of hyper-capitalist 
coloniality. Veronica Hollinger (Trent University, Canada) and Conrad Scott (University of Alberta, 
Canada) discussed dystopian ecologies, wherein the power of the real overlaps with SF literary 
cataclysms, collapsing linear temporality into a prolonged experience of the present moment; that 

to transcend our mundane reality. Rather, Hollinger theorised, contemporary SF works create the 
present moment, as we know it, much in the same way the genre has a habit of shaping our future. 
If this notion is to be believed, SF’s role as a speculative non-mimetic genre may be complicated 
by its likeness to the visible state of the world. Indeed, the act of future speculation increasingly 
becomes a detailed study of the present moment, particularly for the people most affected by 
ongoing climate change.

(Indiana University, USA) and Marcie Casey (Vanderbilt University, USA) took up depictions of 
African iconography and culture in Afrofuturist utopias and dystopias. Pairing a reading of 2016’s 
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Black Panther 

of foregrounding cross-cultural diasporic unity in black art and cinema. This ongoing conversation 
between Black American and Black African portrayals of futurity has proved an interesting point of 

must be culturally African.1 Conversely, Kilgore argued that the revolutionary potential of Afrofuturism 
lied in its capacity to encourage black unity across borders, and create transcendent spaces for 
present and future black creators. Building on this idea, Marcie Casey discussed the effects which 

readings of black identity and being. In her paper “Charting Diaspora Within the Black Utopia: 

ones, calling attention to the ways in which the echoes of social and interpersonal relationships 
not only bridged genre, but history and location. In these readings of black speculative works, the 

to evolve blackness beyond a monolithic formulation into a multi-faceted and ongoing series of 
representations.

 Shortly before the keynotes, I was fortunate enough to participate in a panel with one 

during our conversation, and I have come to believe Yoshinaga’s work on cognitive estrangement 
(as coined by Darko Suvin in his 1972 article “On the Poetics of Science Fiction and Genre”) speaks 

fantastic and the mundane, and in so doing to reorient one’s understanding of society and being. 
Yoshinaga’s exploration of Hawaiian sovereignty and the lack thereof in American television culture 
quickly raised questions of the viability of SF as a means by which to express native experiences. 
Yoshinaga submitted a conundrum that shakes estrangement to its core, that is: what do we make 

estrangement as a scaffold do, asks Yoshinaga, for a society that thrives off of dehumanising and 

phase of our theoretical oeuvre; one that acknowledges the ever-pervasive ‘weirding’ of marginalised 
bodies, indigenous persons included, while recognising the intentional acts of imagination that 
feature so prominently in SF as a genre.2

 One of the SFRA’s ongoing investments has been its focus on professionalisation and 

of providing accessible and insightful content from a range of scholars, for a variety of experience 
levels. “Pedagogy in SF” explored the state of SF in classrooms, and the means by which SF can 
support anti-racist discourses at predominantly white institutions. Keeping with the theme of 

students of different backgrounds to empathise with one another outside the emotionally-charged 
environment of real-world socioeconomic inequalities. While Bell emphasised the importance of 
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own limited experiences did help to mediate the tension that can accompany critical discussions 
of race in the US. College classrooms are one of the few places where young people from a wide 

late elementary schoolers in inner city Chicago schools, and how incorporating SF learning and 

violence. In addition to questioning  why is SF important, Wallin insisted that we as educators further 
consider the practical uses of SF works, and how they can equip students with the skills to challenge 
abstract ideas. In this regard, Suvin’s theory of cognitive estrangement may still maintain some 
sway in continued SF critique as an intermediary between uncritical baseline assumptions of being 
and more conscious anti-racist praxis. The underlying theme of the conference pushed for a more 
critical understanding of SF’s raison-d’être. Still, it remains vital to recognise the versatility of past 
and present theories alike, as the very act of facing the past and the future simultaneously is double-
minded and malleable to new situation and exchange. 

SFRA annual conference. With collective excitement for the ideas put forth and an appreciation 
for their scholarly originators permeating every level, it is with great eagerness that we faced all 
directions past, present, and future as they called our attention, and were left with an especially high 
opinion of what is to come.

NOTES

1. See, for example, “
of Pioneering.” TheNativeMag.com

2. This exploration of always-already estranged bodies in works of SF is one which resonates with 

Africanfuturism, Feminist SF, Queer SF, Disability in SF, and others.

BIONOTE

She is currently writing her dissertation Race to the Future on racial futurity in twentieth and twenty-

and Race Unraveling: Shifting Imaginaries and Covert Resistance in Postracial Dystopias” is due 
to appear in the Routledge Handbook of Alternative Futurisms in early 2022. Her other research 

critique.
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